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In this paper we investigate the expressive power of implicit specijications of concurrent systems. 
That is, we consider specifications S specifying a system P not directly, but rather in combination with 
a given environment. Formally, we shall represent therenvironment as a CCS context of the form 
(Al [ ] [ @] ShL,jwhere A is a process expression and 1 ,\\C and [@I are the parallel, restriction and 
renaming op&tors of CCS, respectively. We investigat d e expressive power of the following three 
types of implicit specifications: 
(AIPC@I)\L-B, (i) 
where _ is strong bisimulation equivalence and B is a process expression; 
(AIPC@I)\L a .% (ii) < _i’= 
where S is a modal specification and a is refinement between modal specifications (a generalization 
of bisimulation equivalence); and 
(AIJ’I@I)\Ll=F, (iii) 
where F is a formula of Hennessy-Milner logic extended with a (maximal) recursion construct. The 
paper offers the following two main results. When A,B and S are recursion-free and F is a 
Hennessy-Mimer logic formula, the expressive powers of all three types of implicit specifications are 
the same and equal that of HennessyyMilner logic. When A and S are regular, the expressive powers 
of implicit specifications of type (ii) and (iii) are the same and identical to that of HennessyyMilner 
logic extended with (maximal) recursion, Finally, we recall from [21] that the expressive power of 
implicit specifications does not increase by modelling the environment as other contexts (of CCS or 
other process calculi). 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the expressive power of implicit specifications of 
concurrent systems. That is, we consider specifications S which do not specify a system 
P directly, but rather the system in combination with a given environment. Process 
algebra provides an elegant way to represent such environments formally as contexts. 
Thus, an implicit specification of a system P is 
C(P) sat S, (1) 
where C is a context representing the given environment, and sat is a suitably chosen 
satisfaction relation. 
Implicit specifications are inherent in any top-down design methodology. In such 
a methodology the designer will begin with a specification (S) of the system to be 
constructed, and proceed to design the structure(C) of an implementation. To achieve 
a final implementation, it remains to develop the subcomponents PI, . . . , P, of the 
chosen structure (perhaps using the design methodology recursively). Obviously, the 
requirements to these subcomponents P, , . . . , P, can now be formulated as an implicit 
specification: 
C( PI, , Pn) sat S. 
Here we restrict ourselves to the case n= 1. 
In process algebra the languages for specifications and implementations coincide 
and the sastisfaction relation is often given in terms of an equivalence relation (e.g. 
strong and weak bisimulation equivalence, testing equivalence, failure equivalence). 
Thus, direct specifications of systems tend to become overly explicit as the allowed 
implementations are limited to a single equivalence class. In order to allow for 
a variety of (possibly inequivalent) specifications, it is often convenient to resort to 
implicit specifications: e.g. in Milner’s books on CCS [25,28] the scheduler is given an 
implicit specification: also the observation criterion used in AUTO [S] corresponds 
very closely to the idea of implicit system specification. The obvious question to ask 
now is whether the use of implicit specifications is necessary or whether direct 
specifications are equally expressible (e.g. in the scheduler example of [25,28] a direct 
specification is also provided). Generally speaking, we will show that implicit speci- 
fications do increase the expressive power, and we shall provide explicit characteriza- 
tions of the power achieved. 
More specifically, we shall consider implicit specifications based on CCS contexts 
of the form (A I[ ] [@])\L, where A is a process expression and 1, \L and [@I 
are the parallel, restriction and renaming operators of CCS, respectively. This 
type of contexts is frequently encountered in a top-down development of systems in 
CCS. We investigate the expressive power of the following three types of implicit 
specifications: 
(AlPC@l)\L-B, (2) 
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where - is strong bisimulation equivalence and B is a process expression; 
(AIPC@I)\L a s, (3) 
where S is a modal specification and 4 is refinement between modal specifications (a 
generalization of bisimulation equivalence); and 
(‘4~C@1)\~I=~~ (4) 
where F is a formula of Hennessy-Milner logic extended with a (maximal) recursion 
construct. The paper offers the following two main results. When A, B and S are finite 
and F is a HennessyyMilner logic formula, the expressive powers of all three types of 
implicit specifications are the same and equal that of Hennessy-Milner logic. When 
A and S are regular, the expressive powers of implicit specifications of type (3) and (4) 
are the same and identical to that of HennessyyMilner logic extended with (maximal) 
recursion. Finally, we recall from [21] that the expressive power of implicit specifica- 
tions does not increase by modelling the environment as other contexts (of CCS or 
other process calculi). 
Methods for synthesizing solutions to implicit specifications have been presented 
by Shields [33], Parrow [30], Lewis and Qin [23] and Merlin and Bochmann [24]. 
Larsen and Xinxin [22] consider general implicit specifications of the form C(P) - B 
(thus generalizing (2)), where C can be an arbitrary’ context. A characterization of the 
solutions is given, based on which a single-exponential time decision algorithm (i.e. an 
algorithm for deciding whether there exist solutions) is induced. 
Common to all proposed methods [33, 30,22-241 is that the proposed algorithms 
require exponential time, even in spite of the fact that restrictions on the involved 
contexts and processes are often imposed. In [15], lower bounds for the synthesis 
problem’ have been established. In particular, it has been shown that the synthesis of 
solutions to implicit specifications of the forms (2) and (3) are PSPACE-hard in the 
size of A and B. This paper’s characterization of the expressive power of certain classes 
of implicit specifications originates from attempts at improving this lower bound. In 
fact, based on the results we obtain, we can improve one of the lower bounds: the 
synthesis of solutions to implicit specification of the form (3) is DEXPTIME- 
complete. 
In the next section, we introduce the notion of specification formalism and formal- 
ize the concepts of implicit specification and expressiveness. In Section 3 we present 
the basic specification formalisms: modal transition systems and (recursive) 
Hennessy-Milner logic. In Section 4 we introduce a new parallel operator and relate 
the implicit specifications it generates to those based on CCS and LOTOS parallel 
operators. In Section 5 we demonstrate that the expressive power of implicit specifica- 
tions induced by finite specification formalisms is characterized by 
Hennessy-Milner logic. In Section 6 we demonstrate that the expressive power of 
’ C should be describable as an action transducer; see 122, 213. 
* Or rather the associated decision problem concerned with the existence of solutions. 
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implicit specifications induced by regular modal specifications is characterized by 
recursive HennessyyMilner logic. Finally, we discuss open problems and future work. 
The appendices contain the detailed proofs. 
2. Implicit specifications and expressiveness 
To provide a basic terminology for the remainder of this paper, we introduce in this 
section the notion of specification formalism and formalize the concepts of (induced) 
implicit specification formalism and (relative) expressiveness. 
Assume that I7 is a set of processes or implementations. Then a speci@ation 
,formalism for I7 is a structure .‘Y = (C, sat), where 2‘ is some set of specifications and 
sat is a subset of Il x 1. Whenever P sat S for P a process and S a specification, we say 
that P satisfies S, or P is correct with respect to S; the relation sat is referred to as the 
satisfaction relation. 
A specification formalism .V = (L, sat) induces the two functions Mod, : C--+2” and 
Th, : U-+2’ relating specifications and processes: 
Mod.(S)=‘(PEnIPsatSj, Th,,(P) =’ [SEMI PsatS), 
where SEZ and P~l7. Thus, Mod,(S) is the set of all processes satisfying S, and 
Th., (P) is the set of all specifications which are satisfied by P. Both Mod, and Th, can 
be extended to sets by intersecting the contributions of the elements, e.g., for a set of 
specifications A, Mod, (A) = n,,, Mod,,(S). A specification S is consistent or sasfL$- 
able if the set of models Mod,,(S) is nonempty. 
Refinement between specifications is now defined as just logical implication or, 
equivalently, as the inclusion between their models: 
s,*s2 o3 Mod,,(S,)&Modc,(SA 
i.e. S1 refines Sz provided any process satisfying S1 also satisfies Sz. Dually, an 
equivalence is induced on processes based on their theories: two processes are 
equivalent in case they satisfy the same specifications: 
PqQ eJ Th,,(P)=Thc,(Q). 
The rehire expressirit!, between specification formalisms can be formalized in the 
following way: For two specification formalisms ,Y’= (Z, sat) and 5”‘= (Z’, sat’) over 
a process set I7, we say that .y’ is at least as expressive as Y’ if, for any specification of 
,Y’, one can find a specification of .‘/’ allowing the same implementations, i.e. 
VS’EZ‘: ~SEZ. Mod,,(S)=Mod,,,(S’). 
We shall use the notation .Y’+,‘/’ to indicate that .Y’ is at least as expressive as 9’. 
Note that + constitutes a preorder between specification formalisms. 
Given a set of (unary) contexts % ~ i.e. whenever Cc%, C: I7-+LZ ~ and a specifica- 
tion formalism .Y’= (C, sat), a new specification formalism Jr%, Y] of implicit 
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specijcations is induced. More precisely, 
Y[%T,Y]=(%xZ,sat,), 
where 
P sat,y (C, S) 0’ C(P) sat S, 
i.e. P satisfies (C, S) in case the combined process C(P) satisfies S. 
The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to study the relative expressiveness of 
various specification formalisms and the implicit formalisms they induce, given 
certain context families. 
3. Processes and specification formalisms 
3.1. Processes 
In this paper we follow the reactive view of concurrent systems advocated by Pnueli 
[32], i.e. we assume that the semantics of concurrent systems (or processes) is given in 
terms of their interaction with their environment using the well-established model of 
labelled transition systems [31]. 
Definition 3.1. A labelled transition system is a structure B= (U, A, +), where Il is a set 
of processes (states or configurations), A is a set of actions and -+ EZI x A x ll is the 
transition relation. 
For (P, a, Q)E -+, we shall usually write P 5 Q, which is to be interpreted: “P may 
perform the action a and become Q in doing so.” We refer to Q as a (a-) derivative of P. 
We shall write P 5 as an abbreviation for 3Q. P > Q. 
The notion of bisimulation [29,26] provides a means of identifying processes based 
on their operational behaviour. 
Definition 3.2. Let 9=(l7, A, -) be a labelled transition system. A bisimulation B is 
a binary relation on fl such that, whenever (P, Q)EB and aEA, the following holds: 
(1) Whenever P : P’, Q -f+ Q’ for some Q’, with (P’, Q’)E B. 
(2) Whenever Q 5 Q’, P 5 P’ for some P’, with (P’, Q’)EB. 
P is said to be bisimilar to Q in case (P, Q) is contained in some bisimulation B. We 
write P-Q in this case. 
3.2. Behavioural specijications 
Modal transition systems are a generalization of classical labelled transition sys- 
tems. In particular, modal transition systems provide a (graphical) specification 
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formalism for processes (expressed through labelled transition systems) and are 
studied at length in [20, 14, 19, 4, 223. The specifications expressible using modal 
transition systems (modal specifications) typically impose restrictions on the 
transitions of possible implementations by telling which transitions are necessury and 
which are udrnissible. This is reflected by the structure of a modal transition system 
which contains t\~o transition relations: -+ for describing the required transitions and 
+ for describing the ullowed transitions. 
Definition 3.3. A modal trumition system is a structure .Y = (Q, A, --f _ , + ), where Q is 
a set of (modal) specifications, A is a set of actions and --f , + c Q x A x Q are two 
transition relations satisfying the condition +_ G + . 
The condition -+L 5 + says that anything required is also allowed, ensuring that 
any modal specification is consistent. Recall that the behaviour of processes is given in 
terms of a standard labelled transition system P = (I7, A, -). Hence, we may view 
processes as modal specifications, where all requirements are necessary ones, by 
considering processes as elements of the derived modal transition system 
.Y,=(n,A,-+L,+ ), with +L=-t =+. 
Now, the more a modal specification requires and the less it allows, the stronger we 
expect the specification to be. Using the derivation relations +, and + , this may be 
formalized by the following notion of refinement. 
Definition 3.4. Let 5”, = (I7, A, + L, + ) be a modal transition system. A rejnernent 
R is a binary relation on Q such that, whenever (S, T)ER and UEA, the following 
holds: 
(1) Whenever S $ S’, T $ T’ for some T’, with (S’, T’)ER. 
(2) Whenever T: T’, S 5 , S’ for some S’, with (S’, T’)E R. 
S is said to be a refinement of Tin case (S, T) is contained in some refinement R. We 
write S a T in this case. 
A straightforward generalization allows us to compare specifications from different 
modal transition systems (essentially by applying the above definition to disjoint sums 
of modal transition systems). In particular, if P 4 S, where P is a process (viewed as 
a specification through the derived modal transition system) and S is a specification, 
we say that P is an implemrntarion of S. 
Now, the defined refinement relation U enjoys many pleasant properties: a is itself 
a refinement; in fact, the maximal one. Also, C is a preorder (reflexive and transitive) 
allowing looseness in specifications. As an example, the weakest modal specification 
‘& is one which constantly allows any action but never requires that any action must 
be performed. Operationally, JM is completely defined by ‘M 1: J)/ for all actions u. 
Moreover, the notion of refinement is a generalization of that of bisimulation [29,26, 
281. If +L = + (e.g. when the modal transition system is derived from a process 
system) the notions of 
simulation equivalence 
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refinement and bisimulation coincide, and a becomes bi- 
-. 
Example 3.5. An a-sender is a process that will never refuse to perform the action a as 
long as the observer asks for nothing else. Examples of u-senders are the processes 
PI and P2 in Fig. 1, whereas P, and P4 are examples of processes not being u-senders 
(they may both refuse to do a after one a action). The notion of an u-sender may be 
specified operationally as S in Fig. 2. The transition S 5ti S guarantees that any 
implementation can perform a and become an a-sender. The transition S > ‘, 02, b #a, 
allows further an implementation to perform any action different from a, after which 
no restriction is imposed (indicated by 4V). Now, it is perfectly simple to construct 
refinements proving PI <1 S and P2 U S. Also, it may easily be argued that 
l(P3, P4 Cl S). A similar but slightly wider class of processes is that of u-transmitters, 
consisting of all processes possessing an infinite u-computation. Thus, besides PI and 
P2, also P3 is an u-transmitter, whereas P4 is not. Operationally, we may specify the 
concept of an u-transmitter as T in Fig. 2. Clearly, T is more liberal than S since it has 
the additional u-transition T: / @, allowing an implementation to perform a without 
necessarily becoming an u-transmitter again. It is easily proved that {(S, T), (Ja2/, %)} is 
a refinement and, hence, that S <1 T. 
We now present the language for regular modal specifications from [20], extending 
the language of regular processes (as in [27]), by a simple addition of modalities to the 
prefixing construct. We assume a set of specification variables ranged over by 
X,_V,Z ,... andletS,S,,S, ,..., T, TO ,..., range over specifications. Also, let a range over 
actions. Then the set of regular modal specifications is generated by the following 
grammar: 
S ::= Nil I +V 1 u/,.S 1 u_.S 1 SO+S, / x 1 recx.S. 
The concepts of free and bound variables are defined as usual; in particular, we call 
a regular modal specification closed if it contains no free variables. We shall use the 
Fig. I. Potential implementations. 
Fig. 2. Specifications of an a-sender and an a-transmitter. 
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standard notation TISl /x1, . . , SJx,] to describe the specification obtained by simul- 
taneously replacing in Tall free occurrences of a variable xi with the corresponding 
specification Si (with bound variables of T being renamed when capturing of free 
variables can occur). 
We denote by & the set of all expressions generated by the above grammar, and by 
3, the set of all closed expressions (called regular modal specifications); by Y we 
denote the set of all total specifications of .jR,, i.e. specifications which use neither 
4Y nor a, .-prefixing (and, hence, can be considered as regular processes). For expres- 
sions in ,Y we shall often use the more standard process notation a.P instead of a. .P. 
Specifications of W, which do not use the ret-construct are called jinite and are 
denoted by 9. .YF denotes the set of modal specifications which are both total and 
finite (and, hence, corresponds to finite processes). The following table summarizes the 
various specification classes. 
Abbreviation Specification class 
AI/ specification expressions 
Closed expressions (regular modal specifications) 
Total specifications (no use of D or ~2 .) 
Finite specifications (no use of ret) 
Finite and total specifications 
The operational semantics of regular modal specifications is now given in terms of 
a modal transition 
Definition 3.6. Let 
following rules: 
system. 
-+ -> +I_ be the smallest subsets of gC x A x 9PC closed under the 
/I/, 
0 :a,:,.S5,, S, 
q :a,.Sf+,..S, 
aL. S$,LS, 
S1 qJ; sz sms; 
+: 
s1+s2 5 mS;‘S1+Szl*ms~ 
S[recx.S/x] sm T 
ret : 9 
recx.S >,,, T 
where m ranges over 0 and 0. 
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It is easily proved that +c s + >, , ensuring that (3, A, -f, , -+(,) is indeed a modal 
transition system. 
Example 3.7. Assuming that the action set A is finite, we may express the specifica- 
tions % and S and T from Example 3.5 as follows: 
@=recx. 
( 1 
Ca, .x , 
(1 
S=recx. a,.x+ 1 b,.42 , 
hfil 
T=recx.(a..x+%?/). 
BC (and, similarly, F,F and FF’), together with the refinement relation, U con- 
stitutes a specification formalism (.:‘R,, Cl) which we (ambiguously) shall refer to as &. 
Note that S1 refines S2 in case S1 <1 S1. 
3.3. Logical specijications 
Hennessy and Milner presented in [l l] a simple propositional modal logic (which 
we shall refer to as Hennessy-Milner logic) describing properties of processes. As 
a main theorem, they showed that two processes are bisimilar just in case they satisfy 
the same properties of this logic (subject to a technical condition called image- 
finiteness). 
The modal p-calculus of Kozen [16] can be seen as an extension of Hennessy- 
Milner logic with the ability to define properties recursively. In [9,17] it is indicated 
that the resulting logic provides a very expressive specification language: in fact, all the 
standard operators from branching time temporal logic [2] are derivable, allowing 
safety as well as liueness properties of processes to be expressed conveniently. A num- 
ber of papers have recently been written on the subject of model checking with respect 
to the modal p-calculus or related logics [9,17,34,35,1,5-71. 
Here we consider a negation-free version of Hennessy-Milner logic extended with 
a v operator, allowing properties to be defined recursively (as maximal fixed points). As 
such, we do not obtain the full expressive power of the modal p-calculus but are only 
able to express safety properties within the logic. However, the logic introduced is 
interesting since it turns out to characterize precisely the expressive power of implicit 
specifications based on regular modal specifications. 
We assume a set V of formula variables ranged over by x,y,z, . . . and let 
F, F1, F2, . , G, Gi, G,, . . . range over formula expressions. Then the set of formulas 
2 is generated by the following grammar: 
F ::= tt 1 ff 1 F A G 1 F V G 1 (a) F 1 [a]F 1 x 1 vx.F. 
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The concepts of free and bound variables are defined as usual, with v providing the 
binding construct. In particular, we call a formula closed if it contains no free variables 
and denote by ,yr”,, the set of closed formulas. The sest of closed formulas which do not 
use the recursion construct v coincides with the classical Hennessy-Milner logic and is 
denoted by X. We shall use the standard notation FIGl/x,, . . . . G,,/x,,] to describe 
the simultaneous substitution of Gi for the variable xi (with bound variables of F being 
renamed when capturing of variables of G can occur). 
The semantics of a closed formula F is now given as the set of processes [Fl 
sarisf4,ing the formula. However, as formulas, in general, may contain free variables, 
we define their semantics relative to an environment o : V+2” giving the semantics of 
free variables. As is standard, we use the notation o { U/x>, where U E L’, to denote the 
environment which is identical to cr except that the set U is returned for the variable x. 
For F a formula of _Y and (T an environment, we now define the set of processes [TFl c 
inductively as follows: 
(i) [[xl0 = a(x), 
(ii) [ttn~=n, 
(iii) [ff~a=@ 
(iv) [F A Gjo=[F]on[G]o, 
(v) [F V G]a=[F]au[G]c 
(vi) ~(u)F~O=IP13P’E(rFna. P2Pp’), 
(vii) [[a]Fla={PIVP: Pf+P’ 3 PqFjaj, 
(viii) [vx.FI]a=U(U / uqqo{u~x~~. 
[F’] cr only depends on the part of o which concerns the free variables of F. In 
particular, if F is closed, (r is immaterial, and we will simply write [Fl for [Flj 0, where 
o could be any environment. For F being a closed formula and P a process, we shall 
use the notation PI= F for PE[F~. Now the set of formulas XV (and, similarly, Z’) 
determines, together with I=, a specification formalism (X,,, I= ), which we (ambigu- 
ously) shall denote by X,,. 
The following few examples demonstrate the type of safety properties expressible in 
XV. We refer the interested reader to [17] for more information. 
Example 3.8. The following formula expresses that any sequence of a-transitions from 
a process P (satisfying the formula) will lead to a state satisfying the formula F: 
vx.F A [a].~. 
The next formula is satisfied by a process P just in case any finite u-computation (i.e. 
maximal sequence of u-transitions) has even length: 
VX.[U]((U)tt A [u]x). 
Finally, the existence of an infinite u-computation (i.e. the concept of an u-transmitter 
in Example 3.5) can be expressed as 
VX.(U)X. 
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3.4. Results of expressiveness 
In Fig. 3 we have graphically visualized the complete order of relative expressive- 
ness between the basic specification formalisms introduced in this section. The 
relationships between the behavioural specification formalisms (and, similarly, be- 
tween the two logical formalisms) are completely determined by language contain- 
ment. The relationship 9+% was proved in [4], where it was also demonstrated that 
2 is strictly more expressive than 5 : in terms of expressive power, 9 was shown to 
be identical to a sublogic of 2 (consisting of all prime formula). 
Example 3.9. The modal specification a, .( b, .%! +“a) + a, .(cc .% + %) corresponds 
to the Hennessy-Milner logic formula [a]( (b)tt V (c)tt) A [b]ff A [c] ff. No modal 
specification corresponds to the (nonprime) formula (a)tt V (b)tt. 
Similarly, %!c-+XV was proved in [19]. Here we illustrate the result through an 
example. 
Example 3.10. The class of u-transmitters recx. uL .x + 4Y corresponds to the following 
recursive Hennessy-Milner logic formula: vx. (a) x. 
4. Contexts and context families 
The main results of this paper, as claimed in the introduction, concern the expres- 
sive power of implicit specifications using CCS contexts of the form (A I[ ] [@])\L. In 
fact, we will obtain these results as (easy) corollaries of similar expressiveness results 
for implicit specifications involving contexts based on a new dyadic (parallel) oper- 
ator %. In this section we will introduce this new operator +, and relate it to the 
well-known (parallel) operators of CCS [25, 281, CSP [12] and LOTOS [3]. 
Similar to the parallel operator of CCS, the dyadic operator 9 requires a certain 
structure of the action set A. More specifically, for any action SEA, there must exist 
distinct actions a+~,4 and WEA (+ and c are postfix tagging symbols). If Ab 
is a set of basic actions, then the action set A, defined as the least set sastisfying 
Behavioural 
Logical 
Fig. 3. Basic results of relative expressiveness. 
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A = A,u {a+ 1 UEA} u {a~ ILEA}, is an extension of A, with the required property. We 
shall denote by A+ the set of actions {a+ 1 UEA} and, similarly, by A” the set of actions 
{a~[ aA}. 
The dyadic process operator 9 is now introduced with the following operational 
semantics: 
Pa+Pp' P"_ltP' Q>QQ’ 
P$Qf+P+Q' P$Q:PP'$QQ' 
Thus, in any transition of P$ Q the left component P must always participate. 
Whether or not the right component Q is to participate is determined by the tagging of 
P's actions:3 + indicates that Q has to participate, and 0 indicates that Q cannot 
participate. 
The operator 9 satisfies a number of pleasant algebraic laws with respect to 
bisimulation equivalence, the (easy) proofs of which we leave to the reader: 
@.P%QQ)-a.(PSQ), (5) 
(u+.P$u.Q)-u.(P$Q), (6) 
(P+R)~QQ(P~QQ)+(R~Q), (7) 
u+.P$(R+Q)-(u+.P$R)+(u+.P%Q), (8) 
Nil $ Q - Nil. (9) 
To compare the new operator $ with more well-known parallel operators, let us first 
recall (one of) the parallel operators of TCSP [13] and LOTOS [3], 11B.4 This 
operator ~ parameterized with an action set BG A on which the two processes are 
required to synchronize ~ is described semantically by the following three inference 
rules: 
P$Pp' 
Q%Q’ 
WBX (a$@> 
P IlsQ $ P’IIBQ PIIBQ~PIIBQ’ 
P f+ P’ Q f+ Q’ 
(uEB). 
PllsQ~PP’ll.Q’ 
For B= A, the LOTOS parallel operator becomes the parallel operator I/ of CSP [12]. 
Note that for this operator only the third rule is applicable. 
‘Following the operational semantic framework of [21, 221, we may alternatively describe unary 
contexts of the form f’g [ ] as action transducers. 
4 In LOTOS the operator is written as /[B] I. 
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Finally, we assume a unary renaming operator [@I on processes for any renaming 
function @: A-+,4 with the following standard semantics: 
PC@I- @a P’[@] 
We shall denote by A+/.4 the renaming function %a~A.u+ and, similarly, by A”/A the 
renaming function AaeA .a~. By A/A+ u A” we denote the untagging renaming func- 
tion, which maps tagged actions a+ and a0 to a, and acts as an identity function on 
untagged actions. 
The following three algebraic laws (with respect to -) show how P$ Q degenerates 
to well-known constructs for special cases of P: 
PCA+I4~Q-PIIQ, 
PCA”/AI~QQPP, 
( 
recx.x af.x 
> 
$Q-Q, 
LIEB 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
where, in (12), sort(Q) must be contained in B. Here sort(Q) is a superset of 
the actions which may be performed in any computation of Q. sort(Q) is normally 
defined on the structure of Q in obvious ways. Using the LOTOS parallel operator 
together with renaming, we can derive the new operator 9 by the following 
law: 
P&Q-(P II/i+ A QCA+/AI)CAIA+ uA"l. (13) 
Again we leave the quite straightforward proofs to the reader. 
Turning to CCS, it does not seem possible to express the new parallel operator g as 
a derived operator in terms of (CCS) parallel composition and renaming. However, 
the following lemma provides the basis for comparing the expressive power of implicit 
specifications based on the two types of parallel operators. 
Lemma 4.1. For any processes P and B, there exist processes P, and B, such that, for 
any process Q, 
P$Q-B 0 (PJQ[A+/A])\A+-B,. 
Proof. The behaviour of P, and B, is given by the following inference rules: 
a+ 
P-P’ PP\P) Bf+B 
F 
2 > 
P, -ao.P; P, I, a0.P; B, h a0.B; 
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With these definitions it can be shown that any transition of P$Q corresponds to 
a sequence of two transitions of (P, /Q [A ‘/A])\,4 + in the following way: 
In establishing this correspondence, two cases must be considered, depending upon 
the inference rule used for the transition of P 9 Q. As the transitions of B and B, are 
obviously related in the very same manner, the lemma follows. 0 
Based on the three parallel operators %,, / and IIB, we introduce in Table 1 six 
families of unary contexts. We can now restate the algebraic law (13) and Lemma 4.1 
as results of relative expressive power between the various implicit specification 
formalisms. 
Theorem 4.2. For ;iy’=T und f =3-F, thr,followiny relations hold: 
Proof. In Lemma 4.1 simply note that P,,B,E$F (~5) whenever P, BEEF 
(EST)). 3 
5. Implicit finite specifications 
In this section we will demonstrate that implicit specifications induced by finite 
specification formalisms (i.e. ,TF, 9 and ,H) and families of finite contexts (i.e. PARER, 
Table I 
Families of contexts 
Context family Contexts form 
NEW ,- (QS[ I), where Qtz.7 
NEWiF (Q%[ I), where QE.SF 
ccs ,- (Q I[ ] [@])‘:L, where QE.F 
(‘(‘sir (QI[ ][9])\L, where QE.YF 
LOTOSi (Q llH[ 1[9l)l’f’l. where Qe.7 
LOTOSiF (Q lltl[ 3[9])[Y], where QE.TF 
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with PAR ranging over NEW, ccs and LOTOS; see Table 1) all coincide with respect to 
their expressive power. In fact, their expressive power is precisely that of Hennessy- 
Milner logic Z. We have visualized these results of relative expressiveness in Fig. 4. 
From [lS, 211 we know that .Y[‘??, X]+Z holds for any family of unary contexts 
describable as finite-state action transducers. This condition is easily seen to be 
satisfied by all the families NEW/~, ccs,., and LOTOS,~~. Due to the expressiveness 
results in Theorem 4.2, it then suffices to consider the case PAR = NEW. 
The relative strength of expressiveness between YF,5 and 2 induces a similar 
relationship between the corresponding implicit specification formalisms, as indicated 
in the figure.5 
Also, each basic specification formalism is no more expressive than the correspond- 
ing implicit specification formalism. As an example, let REEF, with depth n.6 Then, 
for any process P, the following equivalence holds: 
P-R e (U”+‘$P)-R, 
where U’=Nil and U”+’ =Ca a+. U”. Note the close resemblance to law (12). 
In [18] we proved that X+9 [%Y, 91, where %? was a “sufficiently rich” family of 
unary contexts. Figure 4 indicates that cG’= PARER, with PAR ranging over NEW, ccs and 
LOTOS, will be such a “sufficiently rich” family. Here we show the even stronger (and 
considerably more difficult) result: 
from which the existing result of [lS] follows as a corollary due to the transitivity of 
+. That is, we establish that, for any HennessyyMilner logic formula F, there exist 
total and finite processes QF and PF such that, for all processes P, the following 
holds: 
PI=F o (QF$P)-PF. 
First we observe in the following lemma that, for QEYF, processes of the form 
Q >> P may be divided into a finite collection of equivalence classes with respect to -. 
./[PARTF,.Ff.] + .a[PAR,,,y] -- .f[PARrF,~] 
Fig. 4. Relative expressiveness I. 
‘For any context family V, it is easy to see that .P[W,Y] is monotonic in .4y with respect to +. 
6The depth of a specification RE.TF is defined structurally as depth(Nil)=O, depth(a_,.S= 1 +depth(S) 
and depth(SO+S,)=max{depth(S,),depth(S,)). 
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Lemma 5.1. For any QEYF, there is u jinite set Beh(Q)cYF such that 
VP.3REBeh(Q).R-(QPP), 
VRRBeh(Q).3P.R-(Q$P), 
VR,,R,EBeh(Q).R, #R2 a R,+R,. 
Proof. A simple proof by induction on the structure of Q. 0 
Example 5.2. Let Qi =a+.Nil+a+.b+.Nil and Q,=a’.Nil; then 
Beh(Q,)=jNil,u.Nil,u.h.Nil,u.Nil+u.b.Nil~~, 
Beh(Q,)={Nil,u.NilJ. 
Note that an implicit specification (Q, U)E.F[(NEW,~~, YF] is consistent (i.e. Q$ 
P- U for some process P) if and only if U-R for some REBeh(Q). 
We can now proceed to the statement of the main theorem, .%!+.Y[cNEw,~~,.FF]. 
The proof is given in full in Appendix A. 
Theorem 5.3. Let FEX. Then there exist QFgYF and P,EYF such that the following 
equivalence holds jbr all processes P: 
PI=F o Q,$P-P,. 
Proof. The full proof is given in Appendix A. In Table 2 we show the inductive 
definitions of QF and PF, For PEYF, one can obtain a process POET-F bisimilar to 
Table 2 
F QF p, 
n Nil 
ff Nil 
lulG u+.Q,+a’.P, 
(tr)G ,i2 u+.R: +u+.Q, 
HAG 0 .QH+~ .QG 
HVG ,~~I..I-,+~~,~.U,+.~.Q,+.~,_Q~ 
where 
I’=r.P,,+z.R:‘+z.P. I G 
ti,=y.P,+y.R:+-_.P, 
QI =.- .P,+y .Pb+y .Q,, 
Q2=r .P,+y .P,+zL.Q, 
O=y.P,+:.P, 
Nil 
a.Nil 
a.Pc 
i$2 a.R:‘+a.P, 
U.P”fh.P, 
i 
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P[A”/A] by simply substituting a0 for any occurrence of an action a. In the cases 
(a) G and H V G, H and G are assumed to be consistent. Otherwise, the formula may 
be reduced to (is equivalent to) one of the smaller formulas H, G or ff for which 
a construction is already given. Also, in the definitions for (u)G and H V G, let 
Beh(Q,)={@,...,R!i'}, Beh(QG)={RY,...,Rz}, 
and assume, without loss of generality, that P,-Ry and P,-Ry. That PH (PC) is 
bisimilar to some member of Beh(Q,) (Beh(Q,)) follows from the assumed consist- 
ency of H and G (and the induction hypothesis). 0 
Example 5.4. In this example we shall use the constructions of Table 2 to generate 
implicit finite specifications equivalent to each of the HennessyyMilner logic formulas 
(b)tt, [b]ff, (u)(b)& [a](b)& [u][b]tt and (b)tt A [b]ff. Now, it is easy to see 
that Beh(Q(,,,,)=Beh(Q Iblff)= {Nil,b.Nil}. Hence, for (b)tt and [b]ff, we obtain the 
following implicit specifications:’ 
Q Cbl,,=b+.Nil, Qrblff=bf.Nil, 
P ch) tt = b.Nil, Pcblff = Nil. 
Thus, for (u)(b)& we obtain 
Q (,)(,,,,=u’.Nil+a+.b+.Nil, 
P (,,(,,,,=u.Nil+a.b.Nil; 
hence, according to Theorem 5.3 and using the various laws for 9, we obtain 
Pk(a)(b)tt 
o (u+.Nil+u’.bb+.Nil)$PP-a.Nil+a.b.Nil 
o a.NilllP+u.b.NilllP-u.Nil+u.b.Nil. 
For [a] (b) tt and [a] [b] ff, we obtain the following implicit specification using the 
constructions of Table 2: 
Q ,,l~~~ll=u~.h~Nil+a~.bo.Nil, Q,OILbltf=u+.b+.Nil+a~.Nil, 
P C,lCbjll=u.b.Nil, PI,lI,l,,=u.Nil. 
Then application of the algebraic laws for p yields: 
PI= Cal<b>a 
o (u+.b+.Nil+a~.b”.Nil)>>P-a.b.Nil 
o a.b.NilllP+a.b.Nil-u.b.Nil. 
‘The construction of Table 2 gives Qrblll = b+.Nil+ b”.ao.Nil and P ,blff = b.a.Nil. In the example we use 
a slightly simpler (but obviously correct) implicit specification for [b] IT. 
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o (a+.h’.Nil+u:.Nil)$PP-a.Nil 
o u.h.NilllP+u.Nil-u.Nil. 
Finally, we obtain, for (the inconsistent) formula (b)tt A [b]ff, 
Q (,,)[[ h Lhlff=u .h+.Nil+b-.h+.Nil, 
PCbj ,, i? tblfl = u. Nil + b. b.Nil, 
and, hence, 
PI=(b)tt A [b]ff 
o a.(b.Nill~P)+h.(b.NilllP)-a.Nil+b.h.Nil. 
That is, there is no process P that satisfies the above equation (which we hope the 
reader can see after a little reflection). 
We conclude this section by stating as a main theorem the obtained characteriza- 
tion of the expressive power of implicit finite specifications. 
Theorem 5.5. For PAR,-~ ranging oL’er NEWLY-, cmrF und LOTOS.FF, jdlowiny equivu- 
lences with respect to expresske power hold8 
6. Implicit regular specifications 
In this section we will demonstrate that implicit specifications induced by regular 
modal specifications &‘C and the recursive extension of Hennessy-Mimer logic 
X;, with respect to families of regular contexts (i.e. PAR.~, with PAR ranging over NEW, 
ccs and LOTOS; see Table 1) coincide with respect to expressive power. Moreover, we 
shall demonstrate that the common expressive power is precisely that of yi” itself. We 
have visualized these results of relative expressiveness in Fig. 5. From [21] we know 
that 9 [M, A$] -XV holds for any family of unary contexts w semantically describable 
as finite-state action transducers (and, hence, for the families NEW?-, ccsg and LOTOS,,-). 
Using a slight extension of Lemma 4.1, it may be concluded that ~[NEw~, gc] is no 
more expressive than .P[ccs., :gC] and .BILOTOST, &?=I. Thus, it suffices to consider 
the family NEW/. 
In [ 1 S] we proved that 3’ +.a [%‘, 91, where % was a “sufficiently rich” family of 
contexts. Here we extend this result to the recursive/regular case. More precisely, we 
show that 
8 ++ denotes the equivalence generated by +, i.e. .Yl++Y2 if and only if 9’1 +Y’z and Y>+Y’l. 
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Fig. 5. Relative expressiveness II. 
Theorem 6.1. Let FEX~. Then there exist P+Y and SF~gC such that the following 
equivalence holds for all processes P: 
PI=F o (P,+P)US,. 
Proof. The full proof is given in Appendix B. In Table 3 we show the inductive 
definitions of PF and SF. 0 
Example 6.2. In this example we shall use the constructions of Table 3 to generate 
implicit regular specifications from (nonrecursive) Hennessy-Milner logic formulas. 
First, for (a)tt and [a]& we obtain the following implicit specifications: 
P (a)ll=a +.Nil, P,,l,=a+.Nil, 
S C,),,=au.Nil+aO.%Y, St,Irr=aO.a,_.Nil. 
Hence, for the inconsistent (nonrecursive) formula (a)tt A [a]ff, we obtain:9 
PC,),, h blff=ao.a +.Nil+b”.a+.Nil, 
S~,,,,,l,l,,=a,.(a,.Nil+a,.~~)+b,.a,.a,.Nil, 
and, hence, according to Theorem 6.1 and using the various laws for $, we obtain 
Pk<a)tt A Calff 
0 a.(a.NilllP)+b.(a.NilllP) UaO.(aE.Nil+aO.%Y)+bO.a~.a,.Nil. 
Table 3 
~~“,-~[NEW,~,&] 
F P, SF 
n Nil Nil 
ff Nil a, .Nil 
HAG ao.P,+b”.Pc a,,.S,fb,.& 
HVG a~.ao.P,+a~.b”.P, a,.(a,.S”+b,.S,)+a,.Q 
(a)H a+.P, a_.S,+a,.%! 
Cal H a+.P, a, .SH 
x x x 
VX.F rem. PF rem. S, 
9As (a)tt A [a]ff is inconsistent, it is, of course, not directly expressible in gA,. 
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Now consider the formula (u)tt V (b)tt. From the results of [4] it can be con- 
cluded that this formula is not directly expressible in 2,. However, using implicit 
specifications yields the following: 
P<a)tt ” (h)ll=u .u”.u f.Nil+u-.h”.b+.Nil, 
S~o~,,v~h~l,=uL.(u .(a-.Nil+a .@)+b .(h_.Nil+b ..&))+a ,.‘&. 
Hence, from Theorem 6.1 we obtain 
PI=(u)tt v (h)tt 
G u.u.(u.Nil~~P)+u.h.(b.Nil(~P)~u,.(u~ .(u, .Nil+u,,.,%) 
+b/ .(h .Nil+b-,.%))+a..%. 
For formulas of the form (u)tt A [a]F, the construction of Theorem 6.1 can be 
“optimized” as follows: 
P (a)tt n [n]F=Q +.PF, s (a)11 h ,o,F=%.SF. 
With this optimization we can represent the (recursive) safety properties of Example 
3.8 as implicit specifications as follows. 
Example 6.3. First consider the property an infinite u-computation v.x.(u)x. Here 
P\,s.<njx= recx.u+..u, L.,,,.Y= recx.(u ..~+a .I)/). 
Thus, according to Theorem 6.1 and using the algebraic laws for +, 
P)=vx.(u)x 
0 recx .a..~ 11 P 4 recx.(a .x + ~7 ‘I/). 
The absence of deadlock under u-actions can be formulated as the invariance property 
vx. (a)tt A [a].~. Using Theorem 6.1, we can formulate this property as an implicit 
specification as follows: 
P,,r.cojtt h l,l,=rec.~.a+.x, S,.x.Cnj,, h ,,I,=recx.u_.x. 
Hence, 
PI=vx.(u)ttA [u].x 
0 recx.u.x 11 P d recr.u, ..y 
0 rec.~.u.xl/P-recs.u.x 
since rec.x.q ..xG.Y. Finally, the property that all finite u-computations have even 
length (rx. [a]( (a) tt A [u] x)) can be represented as an implicit specification as 
follows: 
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Thus, 
PI=vx.[a]((a)tt A [a]x) 
0 recx.a.a.xllP 4 recx.a,.u,.x. 
We may now, as a main theorem, state the obtained characterization of the 
expressive power of implicit regular specifications. 
Theorem 6.4. For PAR,,- ranging over NEW,-, ccs,- and LOTOSf, the following equivu- 
lences with respect to expressive power hold: 
~[~AR,~,~~]-~[PPAR,,-,~"]~~~". 
Finally, we conclude this section by observing an immediate improvement of the 
lower-bound complexity results of [ 151. 
Corollary 6.5. The consistency problem for ~[ccs,,, BC] is DEXPTIME-complete. 
Proof. From the results of [lo] it follows that the satisfiability (and validity) problem 
for ~$0” is DEXPTIME-complete. The translation ~v+~[~~~.F,9?',] in Table 3, 
obviously, yields an implicit specification with polynomial size in terms of the initial 
formula; hence, we may conclude that the consistency problem for Y[NEw.+, Bc] is 
also DEXPTIME-complete. Theorem 4.2 provides the basis for extending the com- 
plexity result to 4[ccs.,,S?J. 0 
7. Conclusion 
The results of this paper provide an insight into the contest bekuviourul versus 
logical specijcution formalisms. In general, behavioural specifications are strictly less 
expressive than logical ones. However, resorting to implicit behavioural specifications 
gives one the full expressive power of a logical specification formalism with a maximal 
fixed-point construct. Thus, implicit behavioural specifications are useful for express- 
ing safety properties and may be combined freely under logical connectives such as 
conjunction and disjunction. 
The paper leaves as an open problem the characterization of the expressive power 
of implicit specifications of the form 
where A and B are regular processes. That is, what is the expressive power of the 
implicit specification formalism Y[ccs,, Y]? Based on the monotonicity of Y[ ,] 
and Main Theorem 6.1, we know that .Y[ccs,, r-3 can be no more expressive than 
HV. The question is whether Y[ccs,~,Y] equals ri”, in expressive power. Related to 
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this question is the question of complexity for the consistency problem of 
Y[ccs,,Z]. We know from [lS] that this decision problem is PSPACE-hard, but 
whether it is in PSPACE or is an inherent DEXPTIME-problem is still an open 
problem. 
Future work should include investigating the expressive power of implicit specifica- 
tions based on other equivalences (in particular, that of observational equivalence), 
and implicit specifications of several components, i.e. simultaneous specifications of 
tI processes Pi, . , P,, of the form 
C(PI, . . . . P,,)satS. 
The problem left open by this paper is the presence of minimal fixedpoints in the 
logical formalism. It would be interesting to characterize the type of contexts needed 
in order to recover expressibility of liveness properties. Also, the paper leaves as an 
open problem the treatment of weak equivalences, which, from practical design 
situations, are clearly very important. 
Finally, it seems that the notion of “implicit specification” is completely general and 
applicable to other specification formalisms. 
Appendix A. Characterization of implicit finite specifications 
In this appendix we give the full proof of the Main Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem A.1. Let FE~X’. Then there exist QFcXF and P,EJF such that the ,followiny 
equivalence holds: 
VP. P+F 0 (QF+P)-PF. 
Proof. QF and PF are defined in Table 2 by induction on F. Here we argue inductively 
that these definitions will satisfy the theorem. 
F = tt and F = ff: With the definitions of Q,,, P,, and Qrr, Pff in Table 2, it is obvious 
that (QI; $ P) - PF holds if and only if P + F. 
F = [a] G: Recall from Table 2 that 
QIalG=u+.Qc+aO.P;;, PI,,(;=a.P,. 
Using the various laws for 9, we can prove the desired induction step as follows: 
(Qm % P) - P,a,c 
0 (aC.Q,+a~.P;;)~PPPPI,l, 
0 (a’. QG 3 P) + (a<,. Pe $ P) - P,,lc 
0 (ai.QG+P)+a.PG-a.PG 
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o whenever (a+.Q,$P) f R, R-PG 
o whenever P 2 P’, Qc ti P’ - PG 
o whenever P f+ P’, P’ I= G 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
0 PI=[a]G. 
In (14) only one-half of the proof obligations for bisimulation is needed as the 
transition of the right-hand process clearly can be matched by the left-hand process. 
In (15) we are simply using the inference rules for +, and (16) is a simple application of 
the induction hypothesis. 
F = (a) G: If G is inconsistent (i.e. P I= G for no process P), also (a) G is inconsistent 
and we can simply let QF= Qfl and PF=PR in order to satisfy the statement of the 
theorem. Otherwise, P I= G or (using the induction hypothesis) Qc $ P - PG for some 
process P. Now let Beh(QG)= fR7, . . . . Rf }; then PG- RF for some i. Without loss of 
generality, we shall assume PG- RF. Now recall the following from Table 2: 
Q ca)G= i a’.RF +a+.QG, 
i=2 
a.Ry+a.P,. 
We now establish the induction step. 
3: Assume (Qca,G >> P) - Pca)G. In order for the transition Pca)c $ PG to be 
matched, P must have a transition P f+ P’ such that either QG$ P’-PG or, for some 
i=2 , . . . , H, RF 9 P’ - PG. However, using the strengthened property of Beh(Q,) and 
the algebraic law in (1 l), 
for i=2, . . . . n. Thus, P f+ P’ with QG$P’-PPG or (using the induction hypothesis) 
P’ k G and, hence, P I= (a) G. 
=z=: Now assume P I= (a) G. Thus, for some P’ with P 2 P’, P’ + G or, equivalently 
(using the induction hypothesis), Qc >> P’- PG. With this knowledge, we may now 
argue for the desired equivalence Q<(I)G$P-Pc,)G. First consider the possible 
transitions of QCa)G $ P: 
(9 Q (a)G$>P$ RF *P” (i=2,...,n), 
(ii) Qca)c 9 P f+ QG $ P”, 
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where P f+ P”. According to the algebraic law (11). RF $ P”- Ry and, hence, 
PcalG 2 R? clearly provides a match for case (i). As {PC, Rt, . . . . Rz) = Beh(Q,), it 
follows in case (ii) that Pcrr)G has a transition matching Qc $ P” for any P”. Now 
consider the possible transitions of PcrrjG: 
0) P<a>c;: RF (i=2, . . ..n). 
(ii) P<a>G> PG. 
We already know that P $ P’ with QG$ P’- PG; hence, QC,,c$ P f+ RF $ P’- RF 
clearly matches (i) and Q Cal G % P 2 Qc $ P’ clearly matches (ii). 
F= H A G: From the inference rules of $ it follows immediately that 
Q HAG+p-p”“G if and only if QH 9 P- PH and QG $ P - PH. Using the induction 
hypothesis, this is equivalent to P I= H and P I= G or P k H A G. 
F = H V G: We may assume that both H and G are consistent. Otherwise, H V G 
can be reduced to one of the subformulas H and G, formulas for which the theorem 
has already been established according to the induction hypothesis. Thus, let 
Beh(Q,)=(Ry,...,Rft) with P,- RT and, similarly, let Beh(Qc)= { Ry, ., Rzj with 
PG- Ry. Now recall the constructions of QH v G and PH v G from Table 2. First we 
show that 
Q~vG%P-p~vci 
o Ql%P-0 or Qz$P-0. 
(17) 
(17)-: T~rnatchP,,c~OneitherQ~,c~P~V~y~PnnorQ~.~>>P~UUp~P 
will do as VP $ P - Vi (Ur 9 P - r/i) are not equivalent to 0. TO see why Vi + 0, simply 
observe that K 2 RF, for which the only possible match is 0 2 PG. However, 
PC - Ry + RF for i = 2, . , n due to the strengthened property of Beh(Q,). This leaves 
QHvG+Pf+Ql$P and QffvG+PPQQ2$P as possible matches. 
(17)e: We list the possible transitions and their matches under the assumption 
that QI$P-0 or QZ@P-0: 
Transition Match 
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Due to the definition of Beh, we know in (18) (and, similarly, in (19)) that Rr - QH $ P 
is satisfied for some j. To see that Uj then indeed does match Q 1 % P note that (using 
the various laws for %) 
=(zo.P~+yc.P;+yc.Q,,)$P 
-z.PG+y. PH+y.(Q,,%P) 
-z.PG+y.PH+y.Rr 
= uj. 
To complete the proof we show that 
Q,+P-0 9 QH$P-PH (21) 
(a similar statement can be proved for G). 
(21)*: This direction is obvious as the transition Q, 9 P 2 QHp P can only pos- 
sibly be matched by 0 5 PH. 
(21)~ We list the transitions and their (possible) matches under the assumption 
that QH$P-PH: 
Transition Match 
OSPPH Q+PLQQ,$P 
From (17) (21) and the induction hypothesis the induction step follows. 0 
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Appendix B. Characterization of implicit regular specifications 
In this appendix we sketch a full proof of the Main Theorem 6.1. Throughout the 
appendix we assume, for FEN’, that PF and SF are defined according to Table 3. In 
particular, note that F, PF and SF have identical sets of free variables. We claim the 
following generalization of Theorem 6.1 (generalized to formulas with free variables). 
Theorem B.l. Let FEY and let x= {x1, . . . . x,,} contain all free variables of F. Then, 
for any process P,” the following holds: 
(PFCQI-~1 8 PI Q SF CSl.xl - PE IIF] i u/x>, 
where Q=(Qr,...,Q,,} are closed regular process expressions (i.e. from Y), S= 
{S,, . ., S,} are closed regular modal spec$cations (i.e. from 9,) and U = (U,, . . . . U,}, 
with 
Ui={REI7j(Qi$R) U Sij. 
For closed formula, Theorem B. 1 clearly yields Theorem 6.1 as a corollary. 
Corollary B.2. Let FE,+V~. Then, ,fi)r any process P, the following holds: 
PI=F o (P,$P)4SF. 
Proof of Theorem B.l. The proof is by induction on the structure of F. Here we only 
consider the cases F = x and F = vx.G and refer the reader to [l S] for the remaining 
cases. 
F =x: Using the definitions of P,,S, and U, the theorem is obvious in this case. 
F = vx.G: Let p be the environment {U/X}, where Ui = {R 1 Qi $- R 4 Si}. 
a: Define the set of processes V as follows: 
v= (P I Pu.c [Q/.x1 % P d L.,CS/xl >. 
We will show that V satisfies 
vc [rGll pi v/x> 
and, hence, that Vc[rx.G4p. In other words, if PE V then P~[vx.G]p: 
PEV 
0 Pv,.~Wxl%f’Q S,,..CSlxl 
o (recx.Pc)[Q/x] 9 P U (recx.SG)[S/x] 
o (recx.PG[Q/x])$ P U (recx.Sc[S/x]) 
“We shall, in this proof sketch, assume that P is image-finite in the sense that {Q’ 1 Q f+ Q’} is a finite set 
for any derivative Q of P and any action a. 
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o PG[Q/x] [recx.PG[Q/x]/x] &P 4 s,[s/x][recx.s,[s/x]/xl 
0 PGCQI~~CP,~~.GCQ/~I/~~~P ~~C~IxlC~~~.~C~/xl/xl 
* P~[G4p{Vxj, 
where in (22) we apply the induction hypothesis on G. 
+: Assume that PE [vx. Gj p. We must show that 
PSmX.c [Q/xl ti P a &x.~ wl. 
(22) 
(23) 
Under the assumption of image-finiteness of P, Ps[vx.Gj~ is equivalent to 
V~EU PE[G”~ (U/x, n/x}, 
where G”=x and G”+l = G”[G/x]. We claim that this is equivalent to 
VnEw (PG”[Q/x,P,,/.x]$P) Cl SGti[S/x,S,,/.x]. (24) 
This may be established by an easy (inner) induction on IZ. Under the assumption that 
P is image-finite, knowing that PG,S, are regular (and, hence, image-finite) for any 
G and that $ preserves image-finiteness, and assuming that x is guarded with respect 
to (a) or [a] in vx.G (and, hence, guarded in Pvx.G and S,X.c),ll (24) becomes 
equivalent to 
VJnEo (reCX.PG[Q/X] $P) <i”reCX.&[S/X], 
where <I” is refinement up to level n (see [19]). Under the assumption of image- 
finiteness, it can be shown that U = nnEo <I”. Hence, it follows, as desired, that 
tPvx.G [Q/xl 9 p) 4 svx.G[s/xl~ 0 
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